Cards: Each card is a creation; our students are given a theme

for the cards and they create. Each card uses the paper that the students have made. They are sold individually
or in a group of 8. You can request certain types of cards if you have a preference.
$2.00 Each or a box of 8 Cards for $11.00 Quantity/type:______________________________

Paper and Pencil:

Paper is handmade and 100% recycled. This
timeless set has 16 pieces of paper that have been hand embossed on the left
side and a wooden pencil tied to the stack with raffia. The Paper is white.
$6.00 Each Quantity:___________________________________________________

IgniterSticks - 100% Recycled: This

product was created using 100% upcycled, recycled, and reused materials.
Our sticks will burn for approximately twenty minutes, long enough to
effectively start your fire. They are clean burning and can be used in your fireplace as well as fire pits and grills.
Great gift for hunters, campers, and the bonfire friend. Each bag contains 4 sticks.
$5.00 Each

Quantity:_______________________
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Dog Bone Wreaths

: Each bone is individually tied onto
a 4” quilter’s hoop. A pair of sewing scissors are tied onto the
wreath and snuggled in with the bones. Wreath bows and
curling ribbon can be made to order - i.e. holiday colors,
boy/girl, etc.

$ 9.00 Each

Quantity/Color:__________________________________

Suncatchers: A custom creation just for you. Tell us what
color scheme appeals to you and let our students create. These
can be displayed indoors or outdoors and make great gifts.
$6.00 Each

Quantity:_________________________________

Custom Coasters:

Our coasters are a 5-day process;
from the time you send your pictures. Your pictures are sized,
sealed, affixed, and then the fun begins. We use a cork bottom
on all our coasters. Create your own set, please specify shape
(square or hexagonal), color scheme, or your own pictures.
You can use up to 4 different pictures.
$7.00 Each
$21.00 set of 4
Quantity/style_________________________

Bird Seed Wreaths:

The main ingredient for these wreaths is
birdseed. Perfect for attracting a wide variety of birds. These wreaths take
two days to dry before they can be bowed, boxed, and bagged. Approximate
sizes are;
small – 6”, medium – 8”, and large – 10”.

Large $8.00

Medium $6.00

Small $5.00

Combo (Sm. and Med.) $8.00

Quantity/Size:________________________________________________________
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